
The Future Is In Your Image 
 

It's easy to fall in love with a picture.  Why? 

 

 pictures create an instant connection.  

 

 pictures conjure an immediate emotional response.  

 

 it is said that we have the capacity to process pictures 60,000 x's faster than words.   

 

 our early communication and story telling was through pictures rather than the written 

word.   

 

You don't have to look far to find evidence of how pictures captivate our lives and help our 

outward expression with friends and family.   Just a few examples: 

 

 Pinterest, that great pin board in cyberspace, has been dubbed the fastest growing website 

ever.  

 

 In August 2012, Instagram pulled in 7.3 million active users on their mobile device per day, 

compared to Twitter's, 6.9 million1.  

 

In essence, pictures are stimulating.   At nothing more than a glance, pictures can tell an audience a 

story, elicit an emotional response and shift a mindset.   With their vibrant lines, stunning colours 

and flowing forms, a picture can conjure something special – a deep seated emotional response 

that encourages people, fans, your audience to propagate your unique message through sharing 

your pictures with others.  

 

In 2012, data expert Dan Zarrella analysed more than 1.3 million posts from the 10,000 most liked 

Facebook pages and he found that by far the most liked and shared Facebook posts were those 

containing still images2. 

 

Of all the posts studied:   

 

 0.25% of photo posts were liked compared to 0.18% of text and roughly 0.1% of video 

posts. 

 

 0.023% of photo posts were commented on compared to 0.024% of text posts and 0.01% of 

Video posts. 

 

 0.06% of Photo posts were shared compared to 0.009% of text posts and 0.03% of video 

posts. 

 

Written down, these figures look underwhelming and dry.   As plain text, decimal point percentages 

are hard work to comprehend!   So let’s take a look at those stats again, but this time let’s look at 

them graphically . . . as a picture  

 

 

                                                 
1  http://www.bgr.com/2012/09/28/instagram-daily-traffic-versus-twitter-mobile-us/ 

2  http://mashable.com/2012/06/19/how-to-get-more-likes-shares-on-facebook-infographic/ 

http://mashable.com/2012/06/19/how-to-get-more-likes-shares-on-facebook-infographic/


 

One glance of the graphical representation 

immediately confirms what the numbers were saying.  

You can easily see that pictures, images and photos 

were more successfully shared than the other 

mediums. 

 

But a picture alone won’t necessarily create a ‘viral 

response’.   People will not share your image without 

good reason.   You can't simply flood your social media 

channels with images and hope for the best.  

 

There must be a need that exists between the picture 

and the audience you are sharing it with.   In essence, 

there needs to be co-evolution between the two.   It is 

akin to a bee and flower type relationship.   The 

persona of the audience might be your flower with a 

busy bee sharing your images across their spectrum of 

deep and magical colour.    

 

Let’s consider an example to hammer home the point: 

 

Take a dance studio and consider their target audience 

of vibrant, passionate and energetic dancers.  

 

A grey, static and lifeless image won't inspire bold 

responses from a community that feeds off electric energy.  Nor will plain text communication!  

 

So its plain and simple - a dreary monochromatic and a sombre layout won't get that dance 

community passing on the next dance card to your gig! 

 

An exciting image that sizzles; one that creates a buzzing response with an irresistible, electrical 

feel; that'll get the RSVPs up!    A dance studio needs to create an emotional response – it needs to 

push out an image that over stimulates the passion of its audience, one that has them reaching for 

their dancing shoes with the one hand and sharing and pinning the image with the other! 

 

Now rethink your next status update!   Think about how you can add a second dimension to your 

organisation's message by allowing your audience to absorb your content 60,000 x's faster than 

plain text.   Think in pictures!    

 

Embrace the future and set about creating your own unique dance party – the future image of 

your organisation will be stunning in its high def pixelation!   I’m reaching for my dancing shoes! 

 

 

 


